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Justifying the Use of Economic Insights
in Ordinary Decisions

James N. Morgan,1 University of Michigan

The benefit-cost approach to economic choices turns out to require only four basic rules, though they
imply also a principle, namely that only the future really matters, not the past.  The four rules are: (1)
convert all values to the present times;  (2) reduce all values for uncertainty; (3) all values must be
aftertax; (4) non-money costs and benefits should be considered.  These rules are explained, and
illustrated by working through the most difficult of economic choices: deciding how much to save.
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Introduction

There  are economic insights or principles relevant to

almost  any economic decision.  Much recent research

shows how far most p eople de part from  these norm s

(Kahneman  & Tversky, 1972, 1 973, 1979, 1981;

Loewe nstein  & Pre lex, 19 92; H arless, 1992; Coleman

& Fararo, 199 2; Nye, 19 92; Tversk y, Slovic &

Kahneman, 1990; Lovallo & Kahn e m an, 1993; Zey,

1992).  It is relatively easy to teach each of them, and for

people  to apply each one in making decisions (Nisbett,

Larrick & Morgan, 1990).  Difficulties appear when

more  than one must be applied.  Also, for each one a

question arises wheth er some  simpler rule of thumb,

satisficing rather than maximizing, wouldn't do just as

well.   We ex plain  and illustrate each rule, remembering

that they fit into a process of benefit-cost analysis that

com pares  a few  best a lterna tives.  

A first general princip le is that only the future matters.

Past costs or benefits are irrelevant unless they help

predict the future. "Sunk costs" are sunk.  It may p ay to

throw good  mo ney a fter ba d, since th e term "bad

money"  refers to past losses which cannot be eliminated

anyway.  A car that has caused repeated repair bills may

be expected to cause  more a nd dese rve replacem ent, but

it may also  have had m ost of the perio dic replace men ts

done (muff ler, brakes, struts, tires) and be good for

many a carefree mile.  People often base their annual

housing cost on what they  paid for it, but the real cost

from now on is indicated by the home's present value.

The past capital gain is there whatever the future.

A second  general princ iple is that the net benefit of

each alternative must be compared with the total

amount involved, i.e., some kind of rate of return  is

needed.  A simple approximation to the rate of return  is

the net benefit per dollar committed.   The most

sophisticated calculation  is to estimate  the interest rate

at which the present value of the future streams of

benefits  and costs of each  alternative is zero, the so

called "internal rate of  return".  The  California

Department of Insurance issued in 1994 regulations

requiring life insurance companies to reveal such a

num ber, which th ey call the an nual yield, th e implied

interest return on the saving part of life insurance

policies (For backgro und, see Z elman , 1991).

Custom ers can then compare life insurance policies

with  different amounts of saving, and compare them

with  other more flexible w ays of investing their savings.

There  are specific ru les which imply the general

principles, and are  what must be checked against each

decision.

Specific Rules: Discounting

The first specific rule is that all calculations have to be

at some point in time, since a dollar no w is worth  more

than a dollar later (it can  earn interest), and the simplest

time  to use  is right n ow.  Everything must be converted

into "present value", discou nting the futu re at a

reasonab le interest rate. (The  past is ignored !)  

But what a bout inflation?  Here, there is a

generalization that makes the analysis simpler, one of

the few that can be trusted:  Market interest rates tend to

be 3% p lus the rate of in flation.a  This means that
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converting everything into present values by

discounting at 3%, w e will get the right an swer,

provided it is possible to earn 3% plus the rate of

inflation on all funds invested.

Expected Values of Uncertain Outcomes

A second rule deals w ith uncertainty .  Any un certainty

that can be given a numerical probability can be

handled by multiplying uncertain co sts or uncertain

benefits  by that probability, making them "expected

values".  The first two rules then give discounted

expected values.  For example, the dollar value of a

college education is the present value of the extra

earnings  it is expected to  produc e, times the p robability

that one will finish college and really get them.

When  there are several alternative outcomes, one can

add their expected values, since the individual

probabilities of the alternatives add to 1.0.  So the value

of graduating from high school rather than dropping out

is the presen t value of the  extra earnings w ith a high

school degree tim es the prob ability that one goes no

further,  plus the value of th e extra earnin gs if one goes

on to college times the probability that will happen, etc.

After Taxes

Third, there are taxes, so all values must be after taxes.

The releva nt nu mb er is the  mar ginal ta x rate.  Multip ly

any taxable benefits or tax deductible costs by one

minus the ma rginal tax rate.  The maxim that a penny

saved is a penny plus taxes earned reminds us that to

hire a house painter for $1 000 requires that on e first

earn $1300 to have $1000 after taxes, and the painter

only  gets $1000 minus his taxes, a double tax on the

division of labor.  Similarly, the cost  of a house m ust

take into account that property taxe s are deductible, so

their cost is less, the higher one's income and marginal

income tax rate (Morgan & D uncan, 199 0).  To assess

the interest yield  on the savings part of a life insurance

policy, it is necessary to re mem ber that th e interest is

not subject to incom e taxes.

Non-M oney Co sts and Benefits 

Finally, there are no n-mo ney costs  (depreciation,

foregone interest on funds tied up, time used), and non-

money benefits (free rent on an owned home, freedom

from worry) which need to be converted into dollar

approximations,  a process called imputation, often

using what are called opportu nity costs.  An  examp le is

the interest one could have earned on funds tied up in a

car or house or life insurance policy.  Depreciatio n is

usually  easy because there are market values of cars  and

houses of different ages, except that the real

depreciation may be hidden by inflation.  Since we do

everything in cu rrent d ollars , a house rea lly depreciates

at 2% per year, and a car at 25%. If there is inflation,

then the increase in foregone interest offsets the

decrease  in dollar depreciation, so the sum o f interest

and depreciation costs is 3% plus the real depreciation

rate, 5%  for a h ouse  and 2 8%  for a c ar.  If  a loan is

involved, then part o f the intere st cost is paid, not just

foregone, and is likely to be even higher.  The value of

the non-m oney (imputed) rent on an owned home can

be approximated as 3% of the net equity (value minus

mortgage  principal) or a market rent minus utilities,

insur ance , and d eprec iation . 

The value of time can be imputed at the after-tax wages

one could earn,  except for  large amounts,  where the

rising marginal disutility of mo re hours used may

matter.   There  is a technical problem  of "selection bias"

if people w ho do n ot work  for wages are d ifferent in

unm easurable  ways from  those do.  And where the

unpaid  work done produces something without a clear

market value (child  care) there may be selection bias in

the other direction, if people who really love children

are more likely to spend their time taking care of them.

But the big errors com e from ignoring the tim e costs.

Even deciding how much to shop around for something

involves a decreasing likelihood of saving more against

an in creas ing va lue o f the tim e dev oted  to sho ppin g. 

Unmeasurable Considerations

Of course there are benefits and costs that really have

no estimable dollar value.  What the b enefit-cost

analysis  does is  to convert as m uch as po ssible into

com parable  dollar units.  One can then decide a new car

is desirable, even if it does cost a lot more than keeping

the old one.

Implementation

The four rules combine to call for:  Discounted

Expected After-Tax  Dollar B enefits-Co sts, producin g a

dismal acronym  DEA D.  Aren't there sim pler rules of

thumb that can avoid real mistakes and save not only

time but scarce intellectual energy?

Unfortunately, the answ er is "rarely".  Mo st rules get

obsolete  as the world  changes. "Never spend more than

twice your annual income on a house". (When  house

prices and income are rising rapidly?) Buy a new car

when the repair expenses get larger than the p a ym ents

on a new one? (What about the depreciation which is

getting smaller every year?) "Buy a house if the
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mortgage payments are no larger than your rent".

(Mortga ge paymen ts ignore depreciation and  utilities,

but in clud e repa yme nt of p rincip al wh ich is s aving .)

When  press photograp hers of old  had to  do five thin gs

before  taking each  picture  (rewind the flash gun, replace

the flash bulb, wind the film, wind the shutter, and

focus) they did  the steps rhythmically and in the same

order each time so as not to omit one and spoil the

picture.  Perhaps the same habit of going through the

DEAD acronym to check each decision would help.

An Ap plication:   Setting S aving G oals

The 3% rule  mean s that one simple table, or an

inexpensive calculator is required, as in Table 1. So

saving $1000 a year for 45 years will produce $92,700

not just $4 5,00 0, and in real dollars, an d that sum  will

provide a lifetime  annuity  for an expected lifetime of 20

years of 92,700 x .067 or $6 210.90  per year.  If there is

inflation, the accumulations will be greater, and the

fraction per year for an annuity will also  be greater, the

real result remaining the same, provided of course that

you can earn m arket interest rates eq ual to the rate of

inflation plus 3%.

Calculating a Goal for Savings/Income

Suppose  the goal is to provide the same consumption

after retirement as before.  The expected pension will be

M 1 times M2 times  the annual amount saved.  Since the

present level of con sump tion is measured  by income

minu s saving:

Desired Consumption in Retirement = Current Income

- Current Saving

Potential Pension = (Current Saving)(M1)(M2)

Substituting the potential pension for the desired

consumption in retirement, we have:

Current Saving(M1)(M2) = Current Income

- Current Saving

Dividing by current income and grouping, we have:

Saving/Income + Saving(M1)(M2)/Income = 

1(Saving/Income)(1+(M1)(M2)) =1

Saving/Income = 1/(1+M1M2) = Saving Goal

Table 1

Annuities and Compound Interest (at 3%)

M3 M1 M2

Years Future Present Multiple of Fraction of
Value of Value of Annual $1 Initial $1
$1 Now $1 Later At End of Available as

Period Yearly Annuity*

5 $1.16 $0.83 5.3 .218
10 1.34 .74 11.5 .117
15 1.56 .64 18.6 .084
20 1.81 .55 26.9 .067
25 2.09** .48** 36.5 .057
30 2.43 .41 47.6 .051
35 2.81 .36 60.5 .047
40 3.26 .31 75.4 .043
45 3.78 .26 92.7 .041
50 4.38 .23 112.8 .039

*A joint and survivor annu ity with two-thirds income level for
a survivor costs roughly the same as a single lifetime annuity
on the longer of the two lives.  For yearly detail, see Appendix
Table 1.

**Funds double at compound in terest when the interest rate
times the number of years reaches 72.

Appe ndix  Table 1 gives value of this term for various

values of years till retirement and life expectancy after

retiremen t.  M oving diagonally on the table will show

how important age of re tirement is, and moving

vertically shows the effect of delaying the start of a

saving program.  If income changes, the stream of

potential added income can be treated separately, and

the fraction of it to b e saved estim ated using t he new,

smaller, nu mbe r of years till retirem ent.

There  are two more steps before a goal for active saving

can be set: adjusting for already accum ulated savings,

and adjusting for com pulsory an d largely invisible

saving programs like Social Security and company

pensions.

If there are assets net of debts already accumulated, then

there will be an additional pension from that.  How

estimate  the value th is present net worth will have at

retiremen t?  First estimate the present value o f stocks,

bonds,  bank accounts, IRA's, and house equity (value

min us m ortgag e prin cipal  now ).  This total present net

worth  (except for the house) will then accu mulate

compound interest at 3% till retirement, using any

com pound  interest table, calcu lator, or the M3 column

of Table 1.  Calling present net worth NW, at retirement

it will be worth NW(M3), which will provide a pension

each year of NW(M3)(M2).  The house will not

accum ulate interest; indeed it will depreciate.  One
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solution is to treat current equity (value minus

remaining mortgage) as an amo unt that will still exist at

retiremen t, and inclu de annu al increases in  that equity

as part of savin g.

Now we can  re-estimate how much needs to be saved

from now o n, and exp ress it as a fraction o f current

income.  Again assume the present level of

consumption is to be maintained  after retirement: less

com muti ng but more travel, less power lunches but

more  medical care.  Since the present level of

consum ption is m easured b y incom e minu s saving:

Desired Consumption in Retirement = Current Income

- Current Saving

Potential Pension = (Current Saving)(M1 )(M2) +

(Current Net Worth)(M3)(M2) + (Home Equity)(M2)

If the potential pension is to be equal (in constant real

dollars) to the presen t consum ption level,  a little algebra

shows:

Current Income - Current Saving = Saving(M1)(M2)

+ NW(M3)(M2) + HE(M2)

(Des ired re tirem ent in com e)    (Po tentia l ret. inc .)

Saving + Saving(M1)(M2) = Income - NW(M3)(M2)

- HE(M2)

Saving(1+M1M2) = Income - NW(M3)(M2)

- HE(M2)

Saving = In com e/(1+M 1M2 ) -

NW(M3)(M2)/(1+M1M2) - HE(M2)/(1+M1M2)

Saving/Inco me = 1 /(1+M 1M2 ) -

(NW (M3)(M 2)+(HE )(M2))/((1+ M1M 2)(Incom e))

Note  that the main term, 1/(1+M1M2), appears twice,

the  second time to reduce the saving goal to  take

account of current n et worth (Se e Appe ndix Tab le 1).

A previo us article  contains an error in the treatment of

current net worth  (Dunca n, Mitch ell & M organ, 198 4).b

Allowing for Contractual Saving

But all this overlooks the involuntary saving throu gh

company pension s and So cial Security.  E stim ates of

the fraction of income going to them need to be

subtracted  from th e active savin g goal.

It is easier to work with fractions of income, since

alternative sources of retiremen t incom e are usually

built  up by incom e withholdings or paymen ts  of  some

fraction of incom e.  We m ust assum e that both  are

honest system s.

Social Security will  provide an approximate

accumulation of retiremen t rights worth 9% of income

(the fraction of Social Security tax plus withholding that

goes for retirement).  So that is already being saved and

can be subtracted from the active saving go al.c  At very

high incomes the contributions to Social Security stop

increasing, so the fraction  of incom e going into

retirement equity starts falling.  Also, Social Sec urity is

actuarially  unfair, reduc ing benefits m ore than p roperly

for those who retire before 65, and many company

pensions are unfair the other way, penalizing those who

do n't  retire early.  If there is an employer pension, it is

possible  to find out whether 5 or 10%  of salary is also

going into a pension fund, assume it is honest, and

subtract that fro m the sa ving goal.

Adjustment for Changes

Changes in real income that come after the initial

calculation can be treated as a separate new flow of

income.  The fraction of the increase to be saved can be

estimated on the basis of the remaining number of years

to retirement.  Since the expected assets at retirement do

not change, only the  term 1/(1+M1M2) with the new

M 1 gives the fraction of the increase in income that

needs to b e saved (A gain, see Ap pendix T able 1).

Wind fall gains like inheritances, or losses, can be used

with  the secon d term  to ad just sa ving go als.  Chan ges in

age of retirement have huge effects on the required

saving, as can be seen by m oving diago nally in

Appe ndix  Table 1.  Indeed, if life expectancy goes up

by two years, on e can han dle it by retiring one year

later!

The only othe r comp lication is in setti ng consumption

goals in retirement. It may cost less without commuting

and business lunches, and  business dress, but medical

bills and travel may increase.  The fact that

consumption can be a larger fraction of income since

there is no longer a need to save for retireme nt, is

already built into the calculations.  Saving works three

ways:  it accumulates funds, the funds earn interest, and

saving restricts current consumption so one does not get

used to levels that cannot be maintained later.  But those

who can get along on less can simply reduce the total

fraction saved proportionately.
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The fraction 1/(1+M1M 2) can be calculated for any set

of accumulation and decumulation periods, and is given

in detail in Appendix Table 1.  Even a pocket calculator

such as a Texas Instrumen ts Busine ss Analyst w ill

produce the M 1 and M 2 num bers.

Estimating Active Saving for

Comparison With the Goal

The simple p art of active saving is the increase in the

amount in fixed valued assets like ba nk  acc ou nts , IR A's

and simi lar retire me nt fun ds.  For stocks and bonds and

real estate,  s ince we deal in real term s and do not count

capital gains from inflation, it is net funds put in that

represent saving, i.e., purchases and reinvested interest

or dividends minus sales.  Then add the increase in the

cash value of life in surance policies.  Finally, for

depreciating assets like house  and car, the a ppropriate

saving estimate is new purchases minus sales, minus

depreciation, plus repayment of principal of debt

(mortgage and car de bt). The sam e applies to

recreational vehicles, boats, summ er homes,  and for the

meticulous,  to applian ces (See M organ & J uster, 1991,

1994).   The other saving, through Social Security and

com pany pensions, was subtracted from the goal, at

least in part because those amounts are mostly not

included in mea sured inco me eith er.  Fo r some lucky or

clever persons with capital gains regularly beyond

simple in flation, the extra  could b e counte d as saving.

Implications

Four rules properly applied can guide a proper b enefit-

cost analysis, or even handle such a complex task as

deciding how much  to save.  Consumer protection may

need some improvement, and better disclosure

legislation is needed in m any areas, but it is also

essential that people understand each of the four rules

imbedded in the DEA D acronym , because at least some

of them are involved in every crucial decision

consum ers make.  The discounting in the retirement

case is of steady streams, and the expected value of

uncertain  even ts inclu des a n exp ected  lifetim e, but n o

really new principle is involved. Insurance involves

expected values of possible losse s, and opp ortunity

costs  of fund s tied up in in surance re serves.  It should

be of som e com fort to cons ume rs to know that there is

a limit to  the number of ideas they need to understand.

A wave of recent w riting casts doubt on the notion of

rational cost-benefit behavior, not just as a description

of actual beh avior, which  it is not, but as a use ful norm

(Thaler,  1991; Loewenstein & Elster, 1992; N isbett,

1993).   If we cou ld learn ho w to  improve lay

understanding of these relatively few econo mic insights,

cost-bene fit analysis  might be seen both as more useful

and more descriptive.

Endnotes
a. As far back as Fisher in 1896 and later books (Fisher, 1930)

developed the idea that the real interest rate (for a financial asset
of particular liquidity and risk) tends to stay relatively constant in
the long run.  Fisher (1930, p. 176) proposed that the real interest
rate was determined by hu man impatience and investment
opportunities.  In terms of financial assets that a typical
household might purchase, corporate bonds had an annualized
real rate of return of 2% between 1926, and large stocks (S&P
500) had a real return of 6% (Ibbotson, 1995).  A retirement fund
with a conservative mix of 75% corporate bonds (real rate of
return of 2%) and 25% stocks (real rate of return of 6%) might
produce an after inflation rate of return of 3% per year.

b. A simpler way, since we take account of depreciation in estimating
actual saving, is to convert all current net worth including the
house to a potential annual annuity starting now, i.e., for the
current life expectancy, using M2 of Table 1.  That fraction of
income can be deducted from the saving goal.

c. The true evaluation of the retirement part of Social Security is the
internal rate of return, the rate that makes the present value of the
expected streams of  of contributions and pension payments equal
zero.  That rate was an enormous 35% for the first beneficiaries
during the great depression of the thirties, has dropped to 4% for
those currently retiring, and without any further changes not
committed, will drop to 1.7% by the middle of the next century
(Leimer, 1995). Clearly, it cannot fall further, so if current
contributions of some generations do not match the benefits to
others, the difference should go into or come out of the general
taxes involving all of us.  Economists have been too entranced by
the algebra that shows a "pay as you go" system can seem to
provide an internal rate of return equal to the rate of growth of
the labor force plus the rate of growth of real average earnings.

Appen dix

Comparing Saving with Some Normative Saving Goal

The fraction of in com e that should be saved (not

consumed) depends on the expected number of years of

saving till retirement and expecte d years of retirement

(life expectancy m inus years of saving), adjusted

downward for wealth already accumulated.  Assuming

one can earn competitive market interest rates on

savings, which tends to be about 3% plus the rate of

inflation, we can use 3 % and  count ev erything in  tod ay's

dolla rs. 

Appe ndix  Table 1 is b ased on  the assm ption that

consumption is to be spread evenly over the lifetime.

(After retirement there is less commuting and lunches

out and good clothing, but more travel and medical

expe nse.)   Going down the diagonal, where there  are

twice as many total years as years of retirement, the

fraction to save drops fro m  50%  to 24%  with m ore

years to earn interest on the accumulating or remaining

balances.   Increasing the relative number of retirement

years by mo ving to  the right never lead s to saving goa ls
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of 100% because saving reduces the standard of

consumption that n eeds  to be  mai ntain ed.  R etiring

earlier move s one diago nally upw ard in  Table 1,

radically  increasing the required saving with  less years

to save, less interest earned, and more years of

retiremen t.

One can use Appendix Table 1 directly when starting

out in one's earning life, or to decide what fraction of

any permanent increase  in one's income needs to be

saved.

Already accumulated wealth, aside from reserves for

children's  educatio n or other in termed iate purpo ses, is

an alternative source of retirement incom e, and clearly

reduces the am ount that n eeds to  be saved in the future.

The simplest approach is to think of already

accumulated wealth as providing a separate stream of

consumption starting now and continuing for life.

Hence, we can calculate its annuity value now and

taking it as a percent o f incom e, deduct it from the

saving goal of App endix  Table 1.  The top row gives the

annual pension  per dollar of  initial wealt h, u sin g on e's

total expected lifetime.  So current net wealth times that

fraction, divided by income, can be deducted from the

saving goal.

The first row of Appen dix Table 1, using years of life

expectancy, also tells how  much  of any on e-time

windfa ll, including capital gains beyond  mere  inflation,

can safely be consumed each year f rom then on, and

hence by how much the saving goal can be further

reduced.

Changes in permanent incom e are easy to h andle:  If

i ncome goes up p erman ently, then the fraction of the

increase that need s to be saved is what would spread the

increment over your remaining lifetime, remembering

that you earn interest on it in the meantime, so the

interior of App endix Ta ble 1 applies without correction.

Life expectancies rise with age, but one can

conserva tively use 85 for men, 90 for w ome n.  Years  of

retirement expected  are then that life expectancy minus

age of retirement.  In the case of a couple, the longer of

the two expectancies would handle the cost of a  "joint

or survivor" an nuity that pa id 2/3rds to th e survivor.

One should subtract from the saving goal in Table 1:

A. The 9% of salary representing the 60% of the 15.3%

in Social Security taxes paid by employer or

withheld  that go to provide retirement benefits . (Or

60% of twice the withheld  Social Sec urity taxes, in

case inco me is ab ove the m aximu m that is tax ed).

B. Contributions by em ployer and /or employee to a

company pe nsion, often 5% or 10%  of salary.

C. Imm ediate  annuity  value of wealth , and increas es in

wealth  from inheritances, or from capital gains that

exceed inflation.

All these are divided by full income (not just salary) and

that fraction su btracted from  the saving goa l.
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Appendix Table 1

Saving/inco me G oal to Spre ad Futu re Incom e over Inco me an d Retirem ent Yea rs

Years of

Accumulating

Savings Years of Rec eiving Annual P ension (Ann uity) Paymen ts 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 60 70

A* P* .218 .167 .084 .067 .057 .051 .047 .043 .041 .039 .036 .034

5 5.31 .46 .62 .69 .74 .77 .79 .80 .81 .83 .83

10 11.46 .29 .44 .51 .57 .61 .63 .65 .67 .68 .69

15 18.59 .20 .32 .39 .44 .49 .51 .53 .56 .57 .58

20 26.67 .15 .24 .31 .36 .40 .42 .44 .47 .48 .49

25 36.46 .11 .19 .25 .29 .32 .35 .37 .39 .40 .41

30 47.58 .09 .15 .20 .24 .27 .29 .31 .33 .34 .35

35 60.46 .07 .12 .16 .20 .22 .24 .26 .28 .29 .30

40 75.40 .06 .10 .14 .17 .19 .21 .22 .24 .24 .25

45 97.92 .04 .08 .11 .13 .14 .17 .18 .19 .20 .21

50 112.80 .03 .07 .10 .12 .13 .15 .16 .17 .18 .19

*a is value at end of period of $1/year saved;  P is pension per year per $ in a at beginning (or consumption per year of

wealth;  If years are total life expectancy).  So expected pension is saving times a times p.

If incom e-saving=co nsum ption no w and p ension= consum ption later  Income m inus saving = saving time s a times p  So:

saving/income= 1/(1+ap) which is in the table.
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